GET OUTDOORS
CHALLENGE
Get Outdoors Challenge Activities—Summer 2019
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1. Watch the sunset
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23. Go horseback riding
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3. Go stargazing
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25. Go geocaching
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6. Sing songs around a campfire
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28. Play your favorite sport outside
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10. Visit a nature center

32. Blow bubbles

17. Play in the rain
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18. Swim in an outdoor pool

�
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19. Go fishing
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22. Have a water fight (use sponges or water
guns instead of balloons to avoid plastic waste!)

2. Watch fireflies at night

4. Build a fire in a fire circle
5. Observe a wild animal (from a safe
distance)
7. Visit a local park
8. Visit a national park
9. Visit a state park or forest on July 13 or 14
for Girl Scouts Love State Parks Weekend
11. Attend a ranger talk/hike
12. Hike a new trail

13. Visit a waterfall
14. Hug a tree
15. Read a book outside
16. Watch a movie outside

20. Swim in a creek, lake, or the ocean
21. Go canoeing, kayaking, or stand up
paddle boarding
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45. Plant a tree or flower
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47. Complete a ropes/challenge course
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50. Visit a zoo or aquarium
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54. Make a bird feeder or bat house

40. Learn the seven principles of Leave No
Trace
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62. Earn the Troop Camping badge for your
Girl Scout level
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41. Volunteer to take a shelter pet for a walk
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63. Attend a GSWO event
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44. Take nature photos

24. Learn how to use a compass

26. Ride a bike
27. Spot three different kinds of butterflies,
then try to identify them
29. Play with a frisbee
30. Play your favorite version of tag
31. Learn how to identify a tree by its leaves

33. Fly a kite
34. Make lemonade from scratch
35. Have a picnic
36. Walk barefoot in the grass
37. Plan and/or complete a scavenger hunt
38. Volunteer at a community service event
39. Create art inspired by nature

42. Make a craft using recycled materials
43. Draw a sidewalk chalk masterpiece

46. Learn about honey bees and how to
protect them
48. Visit a farm
49. Pick fruit or vegetables at a farm or
from your garden, then eat some!
51. Visit a botanical garden
52. Cook over a fire
53. Learn about animals local to western
Ohio
55. Learn how to identify a bird call
56. Go to a carnival, fair, or amusement park
57. Camp at a campground
58. Learn about knife safety
59. Practice whittling a roasting stick
60. Play outside with a pet
61. Earn the Naturalist badge for your Girl
Scout level

64. Stay overnight at a GSWO camp
65. Send GSWO pictures/videos of your
adventures at gswo.org/shareyourstory
gswo.org/getoutdoors
800.350.5090

Complete as many activities as possible from the list above, then submit your entry by 11:59 p.m. on September 2, 2019.
Complete the required amount of activities for your grade level.
When you’ve checked off the required amount of activities, visit gswo.org/getoutdoors by September 2 and fill out the form
to claim your patch. Patches will begin mailing in June.

Number of Activities Required Per Grade Level for Patch
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